Press Release #2

"Building European Health Union"
Taking Global Responsibilities!

Tuesday February 8th 2 PM - 5 PM (CET)
Online stream from the Bullukian Foundation | Lyon - France

Conference of February 8th in Lyon
Edwige Coupez, the moderator and Benoit Miribel, General Secretary of the One Sustainable Health for All Foundation

Ole Petter Ottersen

Conference of February 8th in Lyon
Online speakers within which students engaged for One Health for All

Presentation to European Mayors
Virtual meeting hosted by the Metropole of Lyon

Presentation to European Ministers of Health
EPSCO Council - Informal Health
On the occasion of the European Ministers of Health and Foreign Affairs meeting in Lyon on February 11th, the OSH Forum has the pleasure to organize a Satellite Conference led by experts from the civil society (Associations, Foundations, Universities, Scholarly Academies, etc.) to promote a consensus of recommendations "The Lyon Consolidated Declaration for a European Health Union" that will be presented to the mayors of major European cities on February 9th and to the European Ministers of Health on February 10th in Grenoble.

LYON CONSOLIDATED DECLARATION FOR A EUROPEAN HEALTH UNION
“TAKE GLOBAL RESPONSIBILITIES - THINK HEALTH GLOBALLY, ACT LOCALLY”

1 - TAKE LONG-TERM COMMITMENT NOW FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS
2 - ACT LOCALLY WHILE THINKING GLOBAL
3 - TOGETHER IN EQUITY AND SOLIDARITY
4 - LIMIT SILOS WITH MORE INTER-SECTORAL COOPERATION
5 - GOVERNANCE FOR EUROPEAN HEALTH UNION

Partners

For other documents or demands

Please contact our team
Julia Fournier – Communication & Development Manager
One Sustainable Health for All Foundation
julia.fournier@foundation-usdt.org

Please use #OSHforum